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Abstract

In this paper� we present two very e�cient and accurate algorithms for computing optical

�ow� The �rst is a modi�ed gradient�based regularization method� and the other is an SSD�

based regularization method� To amend the errors in the image �ow constraint caused by the

brightness discontinuities� we propose to selectively combine the image �ow constraint and the

contour�based �ow constraint into the data constraint in a regularization framework� The im�

age �ow constraint is disabled in the neighborhood of discontinuities� while the contour�based

�ow constraint is active at discontinuity locations� To solve the linear system resulting from

the regularization formulation� the incomplete Cholesky preconditioned conjugate gradient al�

gorithm is employed� leading to an e�cient algorithm� Our SSD�based regularization method

uses the SSD measure as the data constraint in a regularization framework� The precondi�

tioned nonlinear conjugate gradient with a modi�ed search direction scheme is developed to

minimize the resulting energy function� Experimental results for these two algorithms are given

to demonstrate their performance�

� Introduction

Optical ow computation is a fundamental problem in the motion analysis of image

sequences� It provides very important information for estimating ��D velocity

�elds� analyzing rigid and nonrigid motion� segmenting the image into regions

based on their motion� or recovering ��D structure of objects in the image� Many

techniques for computation of optical ow have been proposed in literature� These

can be classi�ed into gradient�based� correlation�based� energy�based� and phase�

based methods 	Barron et al� ����
�

The gradient�based approach is dependent on the image ow constraint equa�

tion� which is derived from the brightness constancy assumption as well as the

�rst�order Taylor series approximation 	Horn and Schunk ����
� Using the image

ow constraint equation alone is not enough to compute the optical ow since each

equation involves two di�erent variables� Horn and Schunk 	����
 introduced the

membrane smoothness measure to constraint the ow �eld� Since the smoothness

constraint is invalid across the motion boundary� Nagel and Enkelmann 	����
 pro�

posed the �oriented smoothness� measure to suppress the smoothness constraint in
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the direction perpendicular to boundaries� However� the smoothness across motion

boundaries problem can be resolved by using the regularization with discontinuities

	Terzopoulos ����
�

A major problem with the gradient�based approach is the unreliability of the im�

age ow constraint equation in the areas whose local brightness function is highly

nonlinear� These areas occur in scenes containing highly textured regions� motion

discontinuities� or depth discontinuities� The �rst�order Taylor series approxima�

tion used in the derivation of the image ow constraint equation leads to inac�

curacies when the higher order terms are signi�cant� The higher order terms are

neglected in the derivation of the image ow constraint equation by assuming the

time step between consecutive frames is arbitrarily small� i�e� approaches �� which

is far from being practical� Usually� the time step between consecutive images

is �xed and is not arbitrarily small� Therefore� the gradient constraint equation

is reliable only when the higher order derivatives of the brightness function are

insigni�cant� i�e�� the local brightness function is well approximated by a linear

function� Most of the gradient�based methods do not account for the reliability

of the gradient constraint equation� However� Heitz and Bouthemy 	����
 used

the hypotheses testing technique to determine whether the image ow constraint

equation is valid at each site in the image plane�

The above mentioned gradient constraint is very unreliable in the neighborhood

of discontinuities of the brightness function� However� the contour�based methods

can give robust estimates of the optical ow along the zero�crossing contours� which

are the discontinuity locations of the image brightness function� The contour�based

methods use a di�erent ow constraint along the zero�crossing contours� This ow

constraint along contours is obtained by replacing the image brightness function I

by the convolution of I with the second derivative of Gaussian smoothing function�
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In this paper� we propose to use the image ow constraint in the areas away from

the brightness discontinuities and use the contour�based ow constraint at the

discontinuity locations� Thus� in our gradient�based regularization method� the

unreliable image ow constraints near discontinuity locations are replaced by the

robust contour�based ow constraints at the zero�crossing locations� This yields

an accurate estimate of the optical ow �eld vectors�

The correlation�based approach locally �nds the displacement vector 	u� v
 be�

tween two images I� and I� at the location 	x� y
 by minimizing the sum of squared

di�erence 	SSD
 function

SSD	x�u� v
 �
kX

j��k

kX
i��k

w	i� j
�I�	x � i� u� y � j � v
� I�	x � i� y � j
�� 	�


where w	i� j
 is the weighting function� In this SSD function� the summation

is performed in a window of size 	�k � �
 � 	�k � �
 centered at 	x� y
� Most

correlation�based methods do an extensive search of the displacement vector 	u� v


in a �nite integer�pair set and �nd the pair with the smallest SSD value to be

the displacement at that location� Since the search region of the displacement

vector is discretized for an extensive search� the accuracy of the computed optical

ow is limited by this discretization� In addition� the correlation�based approach

is incapable of producing reliable optical ow estimates in a homogeneous region�

Anandan 	����
 treated the estimates provided by the matching process as the data

constraints for optical ow with appropriate con�dence measure� and incorporated

the smoothness constraint on optical ow to achieve better results� Recently�

Szeliski and Coughlan 	����
 used the two�dimensional spline model to represent

the ow �eld and minimized the following SSD function

E	u
 �
nX

j��

nX
i��

�I�	i� uij� j � vij
 � I�	i� j
�
� 	�


where the vector u is the concatenation of the ow components uij and vij� The






Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm was then employed to solve this nonconvex opti�

mization problem� They reported very accurate results using this method� The ��D

spline models for optical ow �eld assume the ow �eld to be well�approximated

by the ��D spline basis functions in the preset patches� However� it is di�cult to

incorporate discontinuities into these ��D spline patches� In this paper� we use

the standard �nite di�erence discretization on the ow �eld and take the SSD

as the data constraint energy in a regularization framework� A preconditioned

nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm is employed to minimize the total energy

function� The experimental results on the standard synthetic image sequence us�

ing our algorithm are better than or comparable to the best existing results reported

in literature� Unlike some other algorithms that only generate sparse optical ow

estimates� our algorithms give dense optical ow estimates� In addition� motion

discontinuities can be incorporated in our �regularization� framework�

Recently� Barron et al� 	����
 have presented a comprehensive survey of various

optical ow computation techniques along with a quantitative comparison of them�

From their experimental results� they argue that the phase�based method by Fleet

and Jepson 	����
 gives the most accurate result� However� most of the reported

results are only for sparse optical ow measurements obtained after thresholding

unreliable components� present in the neighborhood of phase singularities�

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows� In the next section� we

present our modi�ed gradient�based method that combines the region�based gradi�

ent constraint in the regions away from brightness discontinuities and the contour�

based gradient constraint at these discontinuity locations� In section �� our SSD�

based regularization technique for optical ow computation from two images of a

time sequence is proposed� The experimental results for both algorithms on syn�

thetic and real image sequences are presented in section �� Finally� we conclude
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our paper in section ��

� Modi�ed Gradient�based Method

At the foundation of the standard gradient�based approach is the image ow con�

straint equation�

Ix	x� y� t
u	x� y� t
 � Iy	x� y� t
v	x� y� t
 � It	x� y� t
 � � 	�


where I	x� y� t
 is the image brightness function at location 	x� y
 and time t� Ix� Iy

and It are the partial derivatives of I with respect to x� y and t respectively� and

	u� v
 is the optical ow �eld� The image ow constraint equation has been used in

di�erent ways to obtain the optical ow estimates as reported in the literature on

gradient�based methods 	Horn and Schunk ����� Lucas and Kanade ����� Nagel

����� Uras et al� ����
� In a regularization framework� the image ow constraint

equation is regarded as the data constraint and additional smoothness constraint

is imposed on the optical ow�

The image constraint equation is derived by taking the Taylor expansion of the

image constancy equation dI�x�y�t
dt

� � up to the �rst�order terms� The higher�order

terms are neglected under the assumption that the time step between consecutive

frames is arbitrarily small� which is most often violated in practice� In reality�

the time step is usually �xed� Therefore� the lack of higher�order terms becomes

the main source of errors in the data constraint� The reliability of the image ow

constraint equation depends on the magnitudes of the higher order derivatives of

image brightness function� If the image brightness function in the neighborhood of

one point is well approximated by a linear function� i�e� its higher�order derivatives

are small� then the image ow constraint is very reliable at this point� On the con�

trary� the image ow constraint is very unreliable at the locations with signi�cant
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higher�order derivatives� which are mainly the neighborhood of brightness discon�

tinuities� Since the use of an unreliable ow constraint will degrade the accuracy

of the optical ow estimation� we propose to disable this unreliable image ow con�

straint in the neighborhood of discontinuities and enable the robust contour�based

ow constraint at the discontinuity locations in a regularization framework�

��� Incorporating the Contour�based Flow Constraint

The contour�based methods 	Hildreth ����� Duncan and Chou ����
 compute the

optical ow along the zero�crossing contours by using the following ow constraint

equation

Sx	x� y� t
u	x� y� t
 � Sy	x� y� t
v	x� y� t
 � St	x� y� t
 � � 	�


where S	x� y� t
 is the convolution of I	x� y� t
 with the second derivative of the

Gaussian function� Sx� Sy� and St are the partial derivatives of S with respect to

x� y and t respectively� In Hildreth 	����
� the function S was chosen to be the

convolution of the Laplacian of Gaussian 	LOG
 �lter with the image brightness

function� i�e� r�G � I� where r� � ��

�x�
� ��

�y�
� G	x� y
 is the ��D spatial Gaussian

function and the convolution is performed in �D�

Now� we incorporate the above two ow constraint equations into the regular�

ization framework� The image ow constraint in equation � is disabled in the

neighborhood of brightness discontinuities� while the contour�based ow constraint

is active along the zero�crossing� The variational formulation of the optical ow

problem using this selective scheme for the data constraint leads to minimizing the

following functional
Z
�
�		rI �u
�It


���	k ru k�� � k rv k��
dx�
I
zero�crossing

�	rS�u�St

�dx 	�


where u	x� t
 � 	u	x� t
� v	x� t

 is the optical ow �eld to be estimated� x � 	x� y


is a ��D vector� � is the ��D image domain� �� � and � are the weighting functions
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associated to the image ow constraint� smoothness constraint and contour�based

ow constraint respectively� In this paper� the weighting functions � and � are

chosen to be constants� and �	x
 has value � when x is in the neighborhood of

discontinuities and takes a constant value elsewhere� A discrete version of the

above energy can be written as

X
i

	Ex�iui � Ey�ivi � Et�i

� � �	u�x�i � u�y�i � v�x�i � v�y�i
 	�


Where� the index i denotes the i�th location� the indices x� y and t denote the

partial derivatives along the corresponding directions� u and v are the discretized

ow vector� and the function E is de�ned as follows

Ei � f
�Ii when i � DnN
�Si when i � Z

The set D contains all the discretized locations in the image domain� N is the

set of locations in the neighborhood of discontinuities� and the set Z contains the

discretized locations along the zero�crossing contours�

��� Rejecting Unreliable Data Constraints

The image ow data constraint and the contour�based ow constraint are obtained

by using the �rst�order Taylor series approximation of the functions I and S re�

spectively� thus each constraint is unreliable in the regions where the underlying

function 	 I or S 
 is not well approximated by a linear function locally� which

means the function contains signi�cant nonlinear terms� In this paper� we de�ne a

function �	i
 to be a measure of reliability for the data constraint at i�th location

as follows

�	i
 �
jExx�ij� jEyy�ij� jEtt�ij� jExy�ij� jExt�ij� jEyt�ij

jEx�ij� jEy�ij� jEt�ij
� 	�


The partial derivatives of the function E in equation � can be estimated by stan�

dard �nite di�erence methods� The reliability measure �	i
 is the ratio between
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the sums of the absolute values of the second�order and �rst�order partial deriva�

tives of the function E at the i�th location� Therefore� the corresponding data

constraint is reliable when the measure � is small and unreliable when � is large�

We can set a threshold to reject the data constraints with a high � function value�

This threshold was set to ��� in our implementation�

��� Normalizing the Data Constraint

The data constraint in the above energy function implies the weighting I�x�i � I�y�i

or S�
x�i � S�

y�i on 	ui� vi
 at site i� This weighting is not reasonable since the ow

constraints at high gradient locations are not necessarily more reliable than those

at low gradient locations� In fact� they tend to be less reliable because the bright�

ness gradients close to discontinuities are normally higher than those away from

discontinuities� Therefore� we eliminate this weighting on each data constraint

via normalization� To have a uniform contribution at each pixel from the ow

constraint� we divide the ow constraint at the i�th location by the normalization

factor 	I�x�i � I�y�i

�

� or 	S�
x�i � S�

y�i

�

� � Let�s denote the normalized �ow constraint by

Ex�iui � Ey�ivi � Et�i � �� then the energy function to be minimized becomes

f	u
 �
X
i

	Ex�iui � Ey�ivi �Et�i

� � �	u�x�i � u�y�i � v�x�i � v�y�i
 	�


where the vector u is the concatenation of all the components ui and vi�

��	 Incomplete Cholesky Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient

The minimization of the above energy leads to solving a linear system of equations

Ku � b where the sti�ness matrixK � ��n���n� is symmetric positive�de�nite and

it has the following �� � block structure�

K �

�
� Ks � Exx Exy

Exy Ks � Eyy

�
� � 	�


�



where Ks � �n��n� is the discrete ��D Laplacian matrix from the membrane

smoothness constraint� Exx� Exy� and Eyy are all n� � n� diagonal matrices with

entries E
�
x�i� Ex�iEy�i and E

�
y�i� respectively�

To solve this linear system for optical ow estimation� we use the preconditioned

conjugate gradient algorithm 	Golub and Van Loan ����
 with an incomplete

Cholesky preconditioner P 	Meijerink and van der Vorst ����� Elman ����
� given

as follows�

�� Initialize u�� compute r� � b �Ku�� k � ��

�� Solve Pzk � rk� k � k � ��

�� If k � �� p� � z�� else compute �D
k � rTk��zk��� �k �

�N
k��

�D
k

� and update

pk � zk�� � �kpk���

�� Compute �N
k � rTk��zk��� �

D
k � pT

kKpk� and �k � �N
k ��

D
k �

�� Update rk � rk�� � �kpk� uk � uk�� � �kpk�

�� If rk � 
� stop� else go to step ��

The preconditioner P is chosen to be an incomplete Cholesky factorization of the

matrix K� A good preconditioner can drastically accelerate the convergence rate

of the conjugate gradient algorithm� There are two criteria for designing a good

preconditioner P for the matrix K� At �rst� the preconditioner P has to be a nice

approximation to K so that the condition number of the preconditioned linear

system is drastically reduced� Secondly� there must exist a very fast numerical

method to solve the auxiliary linear system Pz � r required in the preconditioned

CG algorithm� Taking these two criteria into consideration� a good preconditioner

for the above sti�ness matrix K of the optical ow problem can be obtained via

the incomplete Cholesky factorization of K�

�



The standard Cholesky factorization of the sparse matrix K ��lls in� entries in

the band between nonzero o��diagonals� which means the sparsity structure will

be destroyed after the factorization� The idea of incomplete Cholesky factorization

is to �nd an approximate Cholesky factorization of the matrix K� i�e� K � LLT �

such that the lower triangular matrix L has the similar sparsity structure� In

addition� the product LLT at the locations with nonzero entries in L or LT still

has the same values as those in K� Therefore� the preconditioner P � LLT is a

good approximation to K� Since the matrix K is sparse and well�structured� the

matrix L is also sparse and well�structured� Thus� the solution to the auxiliary

linear system Pz � r in the preconditioning step of the preconditioned conjugate

gradient algorithm can be obtained via forward and backward substitutions very

e�ciently� Furthermore� we use the block version 	Golub and Van Loan ����
 of

the incomplete Cholesky factorization to take advantage of the ��� block structure

of the matrix K�

The matrix K in equation � has diagonal blocks Ks � Exx and Ks � Eyy� each

of which is block tridiagonal� The o��diagonal elements of K are diagonal blocks�

each of which is a diagonal matrix� In addition� the o��diagonal elements of the

block tridiagonal matrices Ks � Exx and Ks � Eyy are diagonal� The factoring

matrix in the incomplete Cholesky factorization has the similar sparse structure

as that of K and takes the following form�

L �

�
� L�� 


L�� L���

�
� 	��


where the submatricesL��� L�� and L�� are of size n
��n�� Our incomplete Cholesky

factorization is based on the construction of an incomplete block preconditioner in

Golub and Van Loan 	����
� The submatrices L��� L�� and LT
�� are chosen to be

block lower bidiagonal matrices with the diagonal blocks being lower bidiagonal

and the lower diagonal blocks being upper bidiagonal� i�e�� the matrices L��� L��

��



and L�� have the following structures�

Lij �

�
��������

G
��
ij

H
��
ij G

��
ij

� � � � � �

H
�n��
ij G

�n
ij

�
��������
� 	��


for 	i� j
 � f	�� �
� 	�� �
g� and

L�� �

�
����������

G
��
��

T
H

��
��

T

G
��
��

T � � �
� � � H

�n��
��

T

G
�n
��

T

�
����������
� 	��


where

G
�k
ij �

�
��������

�
�k
ij��

��k
ij�� ��k

ij��
� � � � � �

�
�k
ij�n�� �

�k
ij�n

�
��������
� �n�n�

H
�k
ij �

�
��������

	
�k
ij�� �

�k
ij��

	
�k
ij��

� � �
� � � �

�k
ij�n��

	
�k
ij�n

�
��������
� �n�n�

for k � �� � � � � n� The nonzero entries in the sparse matrix L are computed by

equating the entries of the product LLT to those in the matrix K at the locations

with nonzero entries in L� Thus� the nonzero entries in L�� are given by

�
�k
���l �

�		

		�

r
Kp�p � 	�

�k
���l��


�� k � �� � 	 l 	 n�r
Kp�p � 	�

�k
���l��


� � 	�
�k��
���l 
� � 		

�k��
���l 
�� � 	 k 	 n� � 	 l 	 n�

	��


�
�k
���l �

�			

			�

�� l � �� n� � 	 k 	 n�

Kp�p����
�k
���l� k � �� � 	 l 	 n� ��

	Kp�p�� � 	
�k��
���l �

�k��
���l��
��

�k
���l� � 	 k 	 n� � 	 l 	 n � ��

	��


	
�k
���l � Kp�p�n��

�k
���l� � 	 k 	 n� �� � 	 l 	 n� 	��


��



�
�k
���l �

�

�
�� l � �� n� � 	 k 	 n� ��

��
�k
���l	

�k
���l��

�k
���l��� � 	 l 	 n � �� � 	 k 	 n� ��

	��


where p � 	k � �
n � l� Similarly� the nonzero entries in L�� can be written as

follows�

�
�k
���l � Exy�p��

�k
���l� � 	 k� l 	 n� 	��


�
�k
���l � ��

�k
���l�

�k
���l��

�k
���l��� � 	 k 	 n� � 	 l 	 n� �� 	��


�
�k
���l � ��

�k
���l���

�k
���l��

�k
���l��� � 	 k� l 	 n� �� 	��


	
�k
���l � �	�

�k
���l	

�k
���l � �

�k
���l�

�k
���l � �

�k
���l���

�k��
���l��
��

�k��
���l � 	 k 	 n� �� � 	 l 	 n�	��


The nonzero entries in the submatrix L�� have the similar forms to those in L���

given by equations ��� ��� �� and ��� except for the matrix K which is replaced

by Ks �Eyy � L��L
T
�� in the equations for �

�k
���l� �

�k
���l� �

�k
���l and 	

�k
���l�

The incomplete Cholesky factorization of the matrix K given above can be com�

puted in O	N 
 operations� where N 	� n�
 is the number of discretization points�

After the factorization� the preconditioner P is chosen as LLT � which is close to K

and has a nice structure� Thus� the preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm

requires O	N 
 operations in each iteration�

� SSD�based Regularization Method

The SSD function in equation � can be used as the data constraint energy in a

regularization framework� Incorporating the membrane smoothness and the SSD

constraints into the regularization formulation� we obtain the total energy function

f	u
 �
X
i�D

	I�	xi � ui� yi � vi
 � I�	xi� yi


� � �	u�x�i � u�y�i � v�x�i � v�y�i
 	��


where 	xi� yi
 is the i�th discretized location in the image domain� Note that the

data constraint� I�	xi � ui� yi � vi
 � I�	xi� yi
� is not linear in the ow vector

��



ui or vi� If the Taylor expansion of the data constraint is taken up to �rst or�

der terms� we obtain the image ow constraint in equation �� Consequently� the

gradient	based regularization approach can be perceived as an approximation to the

SSD	based regularization formulation� The energy function to be minimized in the

gradient�based regularization is quadratic and convex� while the energy function

in equation �� is neither quadratic nor convex� For the quadratic and convex en�

ergy function in the gradient�based regularization� the energy minimization can

be accomplished by solving an SPD linear system� The minimization of the non�

quadratic and nonconvex energy function is more di�cult and requires more com�

putational e�ort� The SSD�based regularization can give more accurate estimation

than that from the gradient�based regularization� since the data constraint used in

the SSD�based regularization is more precise than that in the gradient�based reg�

ularization� However� it de�nitely requires more computational work to minimize

the energy function�

The total energy function in equation �� is a nonlinear function with a large

number of variables� We use the nonlinear conjugate gradient method 	Gill et al�

����
 with a modi�ed search direction to minimize this nonlinear energy function

in equation ��� The nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm is very e�cient in the

unconstrained optimization of large�scale nonlinear functions 	Gill et al� ����
� Al�

though this algorithm can only �nd the local minima� we can obtain very accurate

solution when the initial solution is close to the true solution� For example� small

displacement between consecutive frames can be easily found when we start the

nonlinear CG from zero initial values� In fact� a very good initial solution can be

obtained from the optical ow estimated in the previous frames� In addition� the

scale space tracking scheme 	Whitten ����
 can be employed to take care of large�

displacement problems and to accelerate the convergence rate of the nonlinear CG

algorithm�

�




��� Nonlinear Conjugate Gradient Algorithm

The nonlinear conjugate gradient method for minimizing general nonlinear func�

tions is outlined as follows 	Gill et al� ����
�

�� d� � r� � �f �	u�
�

�� Find �i that minimizes f	ui � �idi
�

�� ui�� � ui � �idi�

�� ri�� � �f �	ui��
�

�� �i�� �
r
T
i��ri��

r
T

i
ri

or �i�� � maxf
r
T
i���ri���ri

r
T

i
ri

� �g�

�� di�� � ri�� � �i��di�

�� If rk � 
� stop� else go to step ��

Step � requires a line search method to minimize the function f	ui � �idi
 at

ui along the direction di� The Newton�Raphson method and the Secant method

are two popular line search schemes to approximate the best �i� We employ the

Newton�Raphson method in the nonlinear CG� The Taylor series approximation

of the function f up to the second�order terms is used to derive the approximate

�i� giving

�i � �
f �	ui
di

dT
i f ��	ui
di

� 	��


In step �� there are two ways for choosing �� The �rst is Fletcher�Reeves formula

and the other is Polak�Ribiere formula� We adopt the latter since it usually con�

verges much more quickly� although the nonlinear CG needs to restart when � � ��

Note that f �	u
 and f ��	u
 in this algorithm denote the gradient vector and the

��



Hessian matrix of the function f � From equation ��� we can obtain

f �	u
 �

�
� f �d�u
f �d�v

�
�� �

�
� Ks 



 Ks

�
�u 	��


f ��	u
 �

�
� Kd�uu � �Ks Kd�uv

Kd�uv Kd�vv � �Ks

�
� 	��


where the matrixKs is the Laplacian matrix obtained from the membrane smooth�

ness constraint� the vectors f �d�u and f
�

d�v are the concatenations of the components

f �d�u�i and f �d�v�i respectively�Kd�uu� Kd�uv and Kd�vv are all diagonal matrices with

the i�th diagonal entries Kd�uu�i� Kd�uv�i and Kd�vv�i respectively� The components

f �d�u�i� f
�

d�v�i� Kd�uu�i�Kd�uv�i andKd�vv�i corresponding to the i�th location are de�ned

as follows�

f �d�u�i �

I�	xi � ui� yi � vi



x
w 	��


f �d�v�i �

I�	xi � ui� yi � vi



x
w 	��


Kd�uu�i � 	

I�	xi � ui� yi � vi



x

� �


�I�	xi � ui� yi � vi



x�
w 	��


Kd�uv�i � 	

I�	xi � ui� yi � vi



x

	

I�	xi � ui� yi � vi



y

 �


�I�	xi � ui� yi � vi



x
y
w	��


Kd�vv�i � 	

I�	xi � ui� yi � vi



y

� �


�I�	xi � ui� yi � vi



y�
w 	��


where w � I�	xi � ui� yi � vi
 � I�	xi� yi
� In the above equations� the values of

the image function I� and its partial derivatives at 	xi � ui� yi � vi
 need to be

computed using any interpolation technique� In our implementation� we used the

interpolating spline under tension 	Nielson and Franke ����
 to compute these

values�

��� Modi�ed Search Direction Scheme

The nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm is a local search method which involves

approximating the local landscape of the energy function by a quadratic function�

��



0I (x) 1I (x+u)

xi xj
x

Figure �� The discrepancy between the gradient directions of the function I� and I� at the i�th location
is small and thus the use of the gradient direction as the search direction for the i�th component is
robust� while the the j�th component of the gradient direction is unreliable for a local search�

The use of gradient to obtain the search direction is not appropriate at the locations

where the local landscape of the energy function has large higher�order derivatives�

i�e� the local landscape is very nonlinear� We propose a new search direction

scheme to modify the gradient direction in nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm�

The idea of the modi�ed search direction scheme is to check the smoothness of

the local energy function for every component of ow vector� From equation ���

we can see that the smoothness energy is already quadratic� therefore� we need

only to consider the smoothness of the �rst term� i�e�� the data constraint energy�

To measure the local smoothness of the data constraint energy for the ow vector

	ui� vi
� we use the inner product of the normalized gradients of the two image

brightness functions as a smoothness measure �	ui� vi
� i�e�

�	ui� vi
 �
rI�	xi � ui� yi � vi
 
 rI�	xi � ui� yi � vi


krI�	xi � ui� yi � vi
k krI�	xi � ui� yi � vi
k
� 	��


Figure � depicts the gradient directions of I� and I� at two locations� The gradient

directions at the i�th location are close� therefore the use of it as the search direction

is robust for the i�th component� The two gradient directions at the j�th location

di�er by a signi�cant angle� which means the j�th component of the gradient is

unreliable as a local search direction�

We can set a threshold on the smoothness measure in order to reject the unreli�

��



able components of the gradient direction as the basis of a local search direction�

In addition� this smoothness measure is also used as a con�dence measure for

ow vectors� We use this con�dence measure in a preconditioning process for the

nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm� a topic of discussion in the next section�

��� Preconditioning Technique

For the nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm� an ideal preconditioner is the

Hessian matrix of f � However� it is too expensive to solve the auxiliary linear

system associated with the Hessian preconditioner� In this paper� we use the

diagonal preconditioning technique which has the advantage that updating the

solution is very simple� Nevertheless� we can use the physically�based adaptive

preconditioner of Lai and Vemuri 	����
 or the incomplete Cholesky preconditioner

discussed in section � to achieve faster convergence� For the optical ow problem�

our diagonal preconditioning matrix P has the following structure�

P �

�
� Pu 



 Pv

�
� 	��


where Pu and Pv are both diagonal matrices� In our preconditioner� we choose

Pu � Pv� The i�th diagonal entries of Pu and Pv are chosen to be

Pu�i � Pv�i �
	�I��xi�ui�yi�vi

�x

� � 	�I��xi�ui�yi�vi

�y

� � �

�	ui� vi
 � �
	��


where � is a small positive number used to prevent dividing by zero in the precon�

ditioning process�

� Experimental Results

In this section� our modi�ed gradient�based regularization algorithm and SSD�

based regularization algorithm are tested on a variety of synthetic and real image

��



sequences� Comparisons of our results with the previously reported results in

Barron et al� 	����
 and Szeliski and Coughlan 	����
 are made to demonstrate

the performance of our proposed algorithms�

The angular measure of error 	Barron et al� ����
 between the computed optical

ow and the true ow is adopted in the experiments as a basis for comparison with

the previously reported results� Unlike some other methods which only produce

sparse optical ow� both of our regularization methods presented in this paper

give dense optical ow estimates with ���� density� To achieve a fair comparison

with the reported results� only those techniques reporting ���� ow density in

literature are included in our comparative study�

	�� Modi�ed Gradient�based Method

In the implementation of our modi�ed gradient�based regularization method� we

treat the zero�crossing points of S	x� y� t
 as the discontinuity locations� The com�

putation of the derivatives Ix� Iy and It is very error�sensitive� Therefore� we pre�

smooth the image brightness function with the Gaussian �lter prior to using the

central di�erence method to approximate the derivatives� As for Sx� Sy and St�

we directly use the central di�erence scheme to approximate them since the pro�

cess of convolution with the LOG 	Laplacian of Gaussian
 �lter for generating the

function S already involves the smoothing operation�

Two standard synthetic image sequences are tested by using our modi�ed gradient�

based regularization method to compute the optical ow� These two image se�

quences are the images of a translating Square and a Diverging Tree reported in

Barron et al� 	����
� Figure � shows one frame from each sequence� The image

sizes for the square and diverging tree are ���� ��� and ���� ��� respectively�

��



�a �b

Figure �� Frames from the �a� Square � and �b� Diverging Tree image sequences�

The motion in the Square � sequence is a constant translation� In our experiment�

the regularization parameter � is chosen to be ��� and the weighting parameters �

and � for the image ow constraint and contour�based constraint are set to �� The

optical ow obtained after �� iterations of the incomplete Cholesky preconditioned

conjugate gradient algorithm is shown in �gure �	a
� The errors of our modi�ed

gradient�based regularization method and the other gradient�based methods for

this translating square example are given in Table �� Only the results from those

gradient�based methods that yield ���� density ow estimates reported in Barron

et al� 	����
 are included in this table for comparison� It is obvious that our

modi�ed gradient�based regularization method drastically outperforms the other

gradient�based methods in this example�

The other synthetic data is the more realistic Diverging Tree image sequence�

The underlying motion in this example is a bilinear expansion from the center of

the image� We use the regularization parameter � � ��� and � � � � � in this ex�

ample� The error in the computed optical ow after �� iterations of the incomplete

��



Technique Average Error Standard Deviation Density

Horn and Schunck 	modi�ed
 ������ ������ ����
Nagel ������ ������ ����

Our method 	Gradient�based
 ����� ����� ����

Table �� Summary of Square � results

�a �b

Figure 
� Computed optical �ow of the �a� Square � and �b� Diverging Tree image sequences after
�� iterations of the incomplete Cholesky preconditioned CG algorithm�

��



Cholesky preconditioned CG algorithm is presented in Table �� along results from

other gradient�based methods in literature that yield ���� ow density 	Barron

et al� ����
� Once again� our modi�ed gradient�based regularization method pro�

duces more accurate optical ow than the other methods� The computed optical

ow is shown in �gure �	b
�

Technique Average Error Standard Deviation Density

Horn and Schunck 	modi�ed
 ����� ����� ����
Nagel ����� ����� ����

Uras et al� ����� ����� ����
Our method 	Gradient�based
 ����� ����� ����

Table �� Summary of Diverging Tree results

Our gradient�based algorithm was also tested on a real data set namely� the Ro	

tating Rubic cube� Figure � shows one frame of the Rubic cubic sequence and

the computed optical ow after �� iterations of the incomplete Cholesky precon�

ditioned conjugate gradient algorithm�

	�� SSD�based Regularization Method

The experimental results of using our SSD�based regularization method on two

synthetic image data and one real image sequence are presented here� The two

synthetic image sequences are the Sinusoid and the Translating Tree image se�

quences� Our results on these two examples are compared to the best results with

���� density optical ow estimate reported in Barron et al� 	����
 and Szeliski

and Coughlan 	����
�

The Sinusoid � image sequence has a constant translation with a velocity of

	������ �����
 pixels frame� The image size for each frame of this image sequence

��



�a �b

Figure �� �a� One frame from the Rotating Rubic cube sequence �b� Computed optical �ow after ��
iterations of the incomplete Cholesky preconditioned CG algorithm�

�a �b

Figure �� Frames from the �a� Sinusoid � and �b� Translating Tree image sequences�

��



is ��� � ���� Each frame is a highly textured image whose brightness function is

fast changing almost everywhere� The regularization parameter � is set to be ����

Very accurate estimate is obtained after ��� preconditioned nonlinear conjugate

gradient iterations� Figure �	a
 shows the computed optical ow� Our result is

the best among the three depicted in Table �� Note that our method uses only two

consecutive images to estimate the optical �ow� The results of Fleet and Jepson�s

method for this examplewere obtained by using a ���frame image sequence 	Barron

et al� ����
� To achieve a fair comparison� we depict the reported results of Szeliski

and Coughlan 	����
 for the ��frame image sequence� With incorporation of more

frames of data� the results in Szeliski and Coughlan do however improve over those

depicted in the table�

Technique ! of Frames Average Error Standard Deviation Density

Fleet and Jepson �� ����� ����� ����
Szeliski and Coughlan � ����� ����� ����

Our method 	SSD�based
 � ����� ����� ����

Table 
� Summary of Sinusoid � results

For the translating tree example� each frame contains more complicated highly

textured regions� which result in multiple local minima in the associated energy

function to be minimized� To avoid being trapped in a local minimum during the

minimization of a nonconvex energy function� we employ the scale�space tracking

scheme 	Whitten ����
� The scale�space tracking is achieved by applying our al�

gorithm on the smoothed image pair with the degree of smoothing being gradually

reduced during the energy minimization� We start from a � � ������ for Gaus�

sian smoothing� reduce to a � � ������ after ��� iterations of the preconditioned

nonlinear CG algorithm� and �nally set � to � after ��� iterations� The computed

optical ow is shown in �gure �	b
� The error in the computed optical ow is de�

�




�a �b

Figure �� Computed optical �ow of the �a� Sinusoid � and �b� Translating Tree image sequences	
using the preconditioned nonlinear CG algorithm�

picted in Table � along with the errors of best results with ���� density reported

in Barron et al� 	����
 and Szeliski and Coughlan 	����
� Our SSD�based regular�

ization method gives the most accurate result from among these methods� Note

that the result of Szeliski and Coughlan in this table is adopted for the two�frame

case to be compared to the result of our two�frame algorithm� although more ac�

curate estimation can be obtained via incorporating more frames into the energy

function as shown in Szeliski and Coughlan 	����
�

Technique ! of Frames Average Error Standard Deviation Density

Uras et al� �� ����� ����� ����

Szeliski and Coughlan � ����� ����� ����
Our method 	SSD�based
 � ����� ����� ����

Table �� Summary of Translating Tree results

Finally� our SSD�based regularization method is applied to a real image sequence

��



namely� the Hamburg Taxi sequence� One frame of this sequence and the computed

optical ow are shown in �gure �� The computed optical ow between two con�

secutive images was obtained after ��� iterations of the preconditioned nonlinear

conjugate gradient algorithm�

�a �b

Figure �� �a� One frame from the Hamburg Taxi sequence �b� Computed optical �ow after ���
iterations of the preconditioned nonlinear CG algorithm�

� Conclusion

In this paper� we presented two new algorithms for robust and e�cient computation

of the optical ow from an image sequence� One is the modi�ed gradient�based

regularization algorithm� and the other is the SSD�based regularization algorithm�

The modi�ed gradient�based regularization method selectively combines the image

ow constraint and the contour�based ow constraint into the data constraint� The

image ow constraint is disabled in the neighborhood of discontinuities� while the

contour�based ow constraint is active at discontinuity locations� A more precise

data constraint is obtained by using this selective combination scheme than the

��



one used by other gradient�based methods in literature� Flow estimates obtained

using our method are more accurate than those obtained from techniques reported

in literature 	Barron et al� ����
� This is evident from the experimental results�

Our SSD�based regularization method uses the SSD measure as the data con�

straint in a regularization framework� The resulting energy function is neither

quadratic nor convex� The preconditioned nonlinear conjugate gradient with a

modi�ed search direction is developed to minimize this energy function� Very ac�

curate results were obtained by applying this algorithm to two consecutive images

of a sequence�

Comparing these two algorithms proposed in this paper� we conclude that the

modi�ed gradient�based regularization algorithm is more computationally e�cient

than the SSD�based regularization algorithm� while the latter gives more accurate

results than the former� Also� we have experimentally demonstrated the superior�

ity of our algorithms for optical ow computation over those reported to date in

literature� Future work will focus on automatically detecting motion discontinu�

ities in the framework presented here�
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